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Today

1 Monetary Integration

2 EMS and ECB

3 Mundell-Fleming
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Last Time

Growth effects of continued integration

1 Recall OCA theory from lecture 4

2 OCA Criteria partially fulfilled but EU not an OCA.

Ireland’s growth experience from 1973-2009.
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Today

Macroeconomics of Monetary Integration

PPP/Balassa Samuelson effects

Choice of exchange rates & the EMS system

The European Monetary System
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But first
Admin :(

PS1 due next Tuesday before class.

Essays handed back next week in tutorials

Teaching assessment, please submit online asap.

Any other questions?
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Stages of EMS

1979–83, (unstable international monetary environment)

1983–87, (relatively few realignments)

1987–92, (the ‘hard’ EMS, was characterized by great stability, if not
rigidity of exchange rates)

from the 1992 crisis until introduction of the euro in December 1999
(widening of most ERM margins).
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Key Moments (1)

The 1969 Hague Summit envisaged EMU by 1980, but the initiative

failed in the face of the monetary instability of the 1970s.

The ‘snake in the tunnel’ was created in 1972, but by 1973 this had

become a ‘joint float’ of currencies linked to the D-mark against the

dollar.

The European Monetary System was launched in 1979 and entailed:

the exchange rate mechanism, introduction of the ECU, a divergence

indicator and monetary co-operation. The ECU was the forerunner of

the euro, and the European Monetary Institute provided the

institutional basis on which to build the future European Central

Bank.
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Key Moments (2)

The operation of EMS can be divided into four periods: 1979–83,
1983–87, 1987–92 and the 1992 crisis and after. From August 1993,
the bands of fluctuation were widened to +/– 15 per cent.

Padoa-Schioppa (1987) refers to the ‘contradictory quartet’ which no
international monetary arrangement has been able to reconcile
simultaneously: liberalized trade, free capital movements, fixed
exchange rates and autonomy of monetary policy. The more recent
literature usually refers to an impossible trinity as trade liberalisation
is usually taken for granted.
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Key Moments (3)

The 1993 Maastricht Treaty set out the criteria for joining the single
currency, the timetable for its introduction and the main institutional
features of EMU.

The Maastricht criteria entail that successful candidates must have
inflation rates no more than 1.5 per cent above the average of the
three countries with the lowest inflation rate in the EU; long-term
interest rates no more than 2 per cent.
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The Impossible Trinity, the contradictory quartet

Schioppa (1987) refers to the ‘contradictory quartet’ that no international
monetary arrangement has been able to reconcile simultaneously:

Liberalized trade;

Free capital movements;

Fixed exchange rates; and

Autonomy of monetary policy.
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Convergence Criteria
Basic Idea

Interest rate convergence

Public finance discipline

Exchange rate stability

Price stability
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Convergence Criteria
More specifically

Inflation Not to exceed by more than 1.5% the average of the three
lowest rates among EU countries

Long-term interest rate Not to exceed by more than 2% the average
interest rate in the three lowest inflation countries

ERM membership At least two years in ERM without being forced to
devalue

Budget deficit Deficit less than 3% of GDP

Public debt Debt less than 60% of GDP
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The Euro System and the European System of Central
Banks
See http://www.ecb.int/home/html/index.en.html

European Central Bank (ECB): The relationship between the ECB and the
Eurosystem resembles the federal banking system of Germany or the USA.

Stephen Kinsella (University of Limerick) Economics of European Integration October 20, 2009 13 / 24

Structure of the Eurosystem
(See Gerdesmeier, Mongelli and Roffia, 2007)
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Tasks of the Eurosystem
See Baldwin, Berglof, Giavazzi, Widgren, ‘Preparing the ECB for enlargement’, CEPR
Policy Paper, No. 6, Centre for Economic Policy, 2001.

‘To maintain price stability’.

‘To support the general economic policies in the Community’.

‘To define and implement the monetary policy of the Community’.

‘To conduct foreign exchange operations’.

‘To hold and manage the official foreign reserves of the member
states’.

‘To promote the smooth operation of payments systems’

‘To contribute to ‘the smooth conduct of policies pursued by the
competent authorities relating to the prudential supervision of credit
institutions, and the stability of the financial systems’.
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Fundamental Task of the Eurosystem

The primary objective of the ESCB shall be to maintain price
stability. Without prejudice to the objective of price stability, the
ESCB shall support the general economic policies in the
Community with a view to contributing to the achievement of
the objectives of the Community as laid down in Article 2.

The Maastricht Treaty’s Art.105

Stephen Kinsella (University of Limerick) Economics of European Integration October 20, 2009 16 / 24

2 Pillar ECB Strategy

The monthly Eurosystem’s interest rate decisions (every month) rests on
two pillars:

1 Economic analysis ( Broad review of economic conditions, Growth,
employment, exchange rates, abroad Monetary analysis)

2 Evolution of monetary aggregates (M3, etc.)

Stephen Kinsella (University of Limerick) Economics of European Integration October 20, 2009 17 / 24

Differences of function between ECB and Fed/BoJ
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Mundell-Fleming

The Mundell–Fleming model can be used to show the effects of monetary
policy and fiscal policy with fixed and floating exchange rates and perfect
capital mobility.
The IS curve illustrates the various combinations of interest rates (i) and
national income (y) that yield equilibrium in the goods market. It is
negatively sloped, since lower interest rates are associated with higher
levels of investment and income (and higher saving and imports) for the
quantities of goods and services demanded and supplied to remain equal.
The LM curve illustrates all the points at which the money market is in
equilibrium
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Mundell-Fleming Model
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The effects of fiscal and monetary policy in different
exchange rate regimes

Fixed exchange rate Flexible exchange rate
Monetary policy ineffective effective

Fiscal policy effective ineffective
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PPP and the Balassa-Samuelson effect

Definition (Purchasing Power Parity)

For a given basket of goods, over time, in 2 countries, the prices should
equalise, or PA = e × PB .

Definition (Balassa Samuelson)

Predicts that consumer price levels in wealthier countries are systematically
higher than in poorer ones, because productivity growth-rates vary more by
country in the traded goods’ sectors than in other sectors

Definition (Stolper Samuelson)

A rise in the relative price of a good will lead to a rise in the return to that
factor which is used most intensively in the production of the good, and
conversely, to a fall in the return to the other factor.
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Fiscal policy in a monetary union

Lessons of OCA theory:

it is preferable to have a large enough federal budget to compensate

for the asymmetric shock;

that fiscal policy should be used in a flexible way to compensate for

the asymmetric shock.

(Automatic vs. discretionary fiscal stabilisers)

Cyclical income spillovers

Borrowing cost spillovers

Spillovers associated with excessive deficits
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Next Time

Competition Policies, Regional Policies and Environmental Policies in the
EU.

Baldwin & Wyplosz, Chapter 12.

* El-Agraa, A.M., The European Union: Economics and Policies, 6th
ed., pgs. 388-399 and 187-199, 337.142 AGR.

Pelkmans, J. European Integration: Methods and Economic Analysis
1st ed., pgs. 164–182. 337.142 PEL.
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